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NUMERICAL RESEARCHES OF DGRP-TYPE 

EXPERIMENTAL FRAMES USING  

THE FINITE ELEMENTS METHOD 
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D.V. Mikhaylovskiy, D.M. Matyuschenko. Numerical researches of DGRP-type experimental frames using the finite elements 

method. One of the most common types of structures made of glulam beams is curved frames. A lot of industrial plants and public buildings 

are built using curved frames. The using of such frames in buildings with an aggressive environment showed their great reliability. However, 

with all the advantages of curved frames with glulam beams their using is constrained by imperfect methods of stress analysis based on the 

principles of calculation of structures with solid wood. The need for careful study and improvement of methods of calculation of Curved 

frames determines the relevance of researched topic. Aim: The aim of this research is to study the numerous researches of pilot frame for 

further improving of methods of stress analysis in the cornice nodes of curved frames. Materials and Methods: In order to achieve this goal 

the theoretical displacements and component stress state were determined using experimental elastic characteristics of the frames material. 

Glulam beams compared to a solid closer to trans tropic design scheme of symmetry, according to which the mechanical and elastic proper-

ties of building materials in planes perpendicular direction along the wood fibers are equivalent. For reliable determination of the parameters 
of the stress-strain state in the elements of any shape, getting of quality pictures of stress distribution along the length of the frame and   

establishing patterns of changes in stress in the composition of the assembly, the software system LIRA-CAD has been used , where a model 

of orthogonal anisotropy (orthotropy) in the plate finite elements has been realized. Results: Analyzing the results, we can conclude that the 

overall coincidence between theoretical and experimental data is satisfactory. Arguably, the strained state of frames obtained by theoretical 

calculation with taking into account the real physical and mechanical characteristics of the experimental designs material is significant.  

Given that in the compressed-bending elements the additional bending moment on the normal force is a function of movement, we can   

assume that this calculation method of finite elements in LIRA-CAD allows satisfactorily determine the tension in view of the deformed 

circuit frames and anisotropy of physical and mechanical properties of glulam beams. 

Keywords: curved frame, glulam beams, cornice node, stress-strain state, finite elements method. 

 

Introduction. Experimental studies and operating experience of Curved frames with glulam 

beams show that cornice node is the most dangerous place in the frame and the reliability of whole 

construction depends on its reliability[1...4]. 
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To ensure the reliability of frame structures with glulam beams is important to have a precise method 

of determining of stresses component of the stress state. Given that glulam beams are anisotropic materials, 

the problem of determining the stress component of the stress state is extremely important. 

Existing methods of stress analysis are different and are inaccurate. So important is the develop-

ment of precision engineering techniques of stress analysis, which will to formulate the conditions  

under which the compatible component actions of the stress state will be considered. 

Methods of stress analysis that occur in the cornice nodes of curved frames somewhat limited. In 

the regulations [5, 6] and publications [7...9] there are methods and recommendations proposed that 

can make certain assumptions about the a stressful state in cornice nodes of curved frames, but they do 

not take into account the distribution of stress in height section of curved frames and questionable 

about the legality of their use for these types of frames. 

The aim of this research is to study the numerous researches of pilot frame for further improving 

of methods of stress analysis in the cornice nodes of curved frames. 

Materials and Methods. To achieve this purpose it was the theoretical determination of         

displacements and component of stress state (normal stresses along the grain x, normal stresses across 

the grain y and pinned stress xy ). 

For reliable determination of the parameters of the stress-strain state in the elements of any shape, 

getting of quality pictures of stress distribution along the length of the frame and establishing patterns of 

changes in stress in the composition of the assembly, the software system LIRA-CAD has been used, 

where a model of orthogonal anisotropy (orthotropy) in the plate finite elements has been realized. 

Hereinafter, we conducted the comparison of the theoretical results with experimental data of 

tests of curved frames with rack-cornice block presented in [10]. 

It was introduced the following elastic constants: elastic modulus parallel to grain E0, modulus of 

elasticity across the grain E90, shear modulus G0, PoТsson МoОППТМТОnt 90.0, 0.90, which are determined 

on specimens made of glulam beams of frames after the test. 

When calculating the problems in mechanics of solid deformable anisotropic body an important 

issue is the choice of the calculation model of environment that establishes the nature of the change of 

elastic and strength characteristics depending on the direction of the major axes of symmetry.  

Well known that for the glulam beams the scheme of orthogonal anisotropy, i.e.  the presence of 

three mutually perpendicular planes of symmetry [11...13] is characterized. This structural symmetry 

planes are the planes perpendicular to the normal direction along the fiber, the radial and tangential 

directions across the fibers. 

Properties of solid wood are determined by its structure, namely the different orientation of     

annual layers for radial and normal directions, as well as the width and content of medullar rays, but 

building elements of considerable size, made of wood, characterize the random orientation of annual 

layers in relation to their faces and not coincides with the radial and normal directions. 

The structure of glulam beams compared to solid wood is more order. Therefore for building 

structures made of glulam beams the anisotropy even more strong than for the solid. As glulam beams 

components made of a set of boards that have a random orientation of the annual layers relative to the 

side surfaces, the elastic properties of glulam beams in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the 

glulam package is averaged, and can be considered as equivalent. 

So on the basis of [12...15] Considering the above, we can conclude that glulam beams compared 

to solid wood closer to trans tropic calculation scheme of symmetry, according to which the            

mechanical and elastic properties of building materials in planes perpendicular direction along the  

fiber wood are equivalent. 

For the calculation of the experiment in program complex LIRA-CAD a model of orthogonal  an-

isotropy (orthotropy) in the plate finite elements was implemented. This allows reliably determine the 

parameters of the stress-strain state in the elements of any shape, get a good picture of stress     distri-

bution along the length of the frame and install the patterns of stress changes in the composition of the 

whole structure. 

When calculating the following assumptions have been taken: 
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1) Work timber is considered only in elastic deformation stage; 

2) The functional relationship between stresses and deformations described by generalized 

Hooke's law for transtropic body; 

3) Stress-strain state is subject to the hypothesis planar sections; 

4) Finite elements are rectangles. 

The geometry of the studied frames described by coordinates of mesh nodes for external and     

internal contours in the direction of both axes X and Z. Discretization of construction by altitude is 

automatically performed after setting the number of required partitions. 

Calculated loading is applied was concentrated forces acting on objects of research in grid nodes 

under the partition. Calculated loading and location of meshes performed by scheme of testing insta l-

lation described in [10] in detail. Calculated cross sections for which tensions were determined shown 

in Fig. 1.  

 Rack   Girder 

Shoulder

tenon 

 

Fig. 1. Scheme of calculation sections location in the cornice node of curved frames DGRP-5 and DGRP-6 

The calculation was has been made using plate-type elements 41 and 44 according classifier   

LIRA-SAPR 2013. Parameters of glue seam are adopted identical to wood and regarded as compo-

nents of finite elements. The influence of elastic-plastic properties can be ignored. The maximum size 

oП tСО ПТnТtО ОlОmОnt Тn МКlМulКtТon sМСОmОs oП ОбpОrТmОntКl ПrКmОs Тs not ОбМООНТnР 16×8 mm Тn tСО 
Пront, 8×8 mm Тn МurЯОН pКrt КnН 8×5 mm Тn rОМtТlТnОКr РТrНОrs. TСus, ОКМС lКвОr (lКmОllК) СКs К 
thickness of 8 mm in rack-cornice block and 5 mm in comb-shaped node. 

Finite elements were provided with orthogonally anisotropic (orthotropic) properties with the  

following experimental parameters: modulus of elasticity along the fiber Ex = 1407930.683 t/m
2
,  

modulus of elasticity across the fibers Ez = 57675.841 t/m
2, PoТsson МoОППТМТОnt µzx = 0.429, 

µxz = 0.017, density of wood  = 0.52 t/m
3
. 

The supporting node of the frames simulated with plate elements of the same type as the frame, 

but with isotropic properties of materials (steel and plywood). For steel, elastic modulus 

E = 2.110
7
 t/m

2, PoТsson МoОППТМТОnt  = 0.3, density  = 7.85 t/m
3
; for plywood pad, elastic modulus 

E = 610
4
 t/m

2, PoТsson МoОППТМТОnt  = 0.065, density  = 0.7 t/m
3
. 

When modeling of supporting and comb-shaped nodes construction the basic principle was to  

ensure hinge properties to order thereby to approximate the design scheme to testing installation. In 

supporting node there was supporting metal plate modeled with thickness of 8 mm, which is fixed by 

the central script on axes Z and Y. TСОrО СКs ЛООn moНОlОН tСО plваooН pКН oП sТгО 80×20 mm, 
through which thrust (axial load) was passed. 

To ensure hinge properties in the comb-shaped node the metal part was modeled, on which the 

transverse force operates and providing free turn of crossbar ends. In purlins fastening places it was set 

ties along the axis Y. 
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For modeling of loading which is applied gradually in increments of 25 % from the estimated 

loading according to [16] there was used the subsystem of LIRA-CAD proРrКm “InstКllКtТon Plus”. 
This made it possible to take into account the deformation of calculation scheme under the influence 

of its own weight with equipment placed on it. For conventional zero of displacement there was 

adopted their own frame weight with test equipment. 

One of the criteria of reliability of using the method calculation of curved frames considering ge-

ometric nonlinearity is the coincidence of theoretical and experimental forms of curved axes. Shown in 

Fig. 2 and 3 the curves of deformed frames axes built for two series and show their identity forms. 

Identified theoretical value of movements for most sections are slightly larger than the experimental. 

Comparison of values (Fig. 2 and 3) for frames of series DGRP-5 and DGRP-6 showed that their 

difference is within 6 %, excluding the reduction of local movements in the area to comb-shaped node 

for frame of series DGRP-6. 
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Fig. 2. Theoretical and experimental displacements of frames DGRP-5 
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Fig. 3. Theoretical and experimental displacements of frames DGRP-6 

Fig. 4...9 show the diagrams of tension x, y and xy in curved (5, 4, 3) and transient (6, 2, 1) are-

as of cornice node. 
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Fig. 4. Diagrams of normal tensions along the fibers x in a rack-cornice block for frame DGRP 5:  

a  experimental; b  theoretical 

 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 5. Diagrams of normal tensions across the fibers y in a rack-cornice block for frame DGRP 5:  

a  experimental; b  theoretical 
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a 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 6. Diagrams of pinned tension xy in a rack-cornice block for frame DGRP-5:  

a  experimental; b  theoretical 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 7. Diagrams of normal tensions along the fibers x in a rack-cornice block for frame DGRP-6:  

a  experimental; b  theoretical 
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Fig. 8. Diagrams of normal tensions across the fibers y in a rack-cornice block for frame DGRP-6:  

a  experimental; b  theoretical 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 9. Diagrams of pinned tensions xy in a rack-cornice block for frame DGRP-6:  

a  theoretical; b  experimental 
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The local increase of displacement in frame DGRP-6 in the comb-shaped node may be associated 

with a possible shift of the supporting and comb-shaped hinges and plywood pad, which perceives the 

spacing in the supporting node. 

Analyzing all the presented results we can conclude that the overall coincidence between theore-

tical and experimental movement is satisfactory. We can therefore say that the strained state of frames 

obtained by theoretical calculation and taking into account the real physical and mechanical character-

istics of the material experimental designs is significant.  

Given that in the compressed-bending elements the additional bending moment from normal 

force is a function of movement, we can assume that this calculation method of finite elements in  

program complex LIRA-CAD allows satisfactorily determine the tension in view of the deformed 

scheme of frames and anisotropy of physical and mechanical properties of glulam beams. 

Comparison of theoretical and experimental values of tensions was performed by comparing the 

stress diagram x, y and xy in sections, which were equipped with strain gauges. 

In experimental diagrams at some points local breaks were observed that are caused by local 

wood defects or local defects, come to the surface, cut fibers, loose wood core and other wood     

structure homogeneities. 

Comparison of theoretical and experimental curves (Fig. 4...9) distribution of all three compo-

nents of plane stressed state both in length and height section indicates that they are close enough. 

The magnitude of the theoretical values x were slightly higher experimental. On the stretched 

edge a difference is 1...17 %, and compressed  1...14 %. At points in height section also were      

observed some differences (mainly in the compressed area of curved areas) not exceeding 0.17 h, 

where h is height section. 

From the stress analysis the most intense stress fibers boundary zone section, compressed and 

stretched zone are identified. Theoretical value y slightly higher the experimental also. The difference 

between them is 1...19 %, the biggest difference is observed in transitional areas of cornice node that 

can be attributed to strong heterogeneity and anisotropy of physical and mechanical properties 

of wood. 

As for tangential stresses xy the theoretical data exceeding over the experimental within 5...20% 

also and only in some points of section 1, 2, 4, where diagrams are alternating in nature preferably, the 

experimental values are increasing compared to theoretical. It should be noted that the heterogeneity 

structure of the adhesive package significantly affects on difference of experimental data from theore -

tical as well as that the angle of displacement of glulam beams xy is variable, depending on the degree 

of fluctuations in the values and 0 and 90. 

Particular attention attracts the fact that malfunctioning of supporting hinge placement and    

plywood pad in experimental frames that perceive and vertical anchors effort affect on the magnitude 

of stress significantly. 

Conclusions. Analyzing the results of a comparison of experimental and theoretical data we not-

ed that in general, in the examined constructions full quality compliance experimental and theoretical 

pictures of stress strain state is observed. 

This allow to apply the new design principles [17] of glulam beams structures, the main of which 

is the principle of a precise definition of stress along the grain, across the grain and tangents in view of 

anisotropy of physical and mechanical properties of materials and joint action of all existing stresses in 

a dangerous place. This approach, according to the authors, will ensure reliability and safety of curved 

frames in general as a form of building structures. 
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